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An Aquarius visualization offered to the Soul Star Group by a Participating Soul and Co-Worker (DW) 

MEDITATION/VISUALIZATION 

PART ONE 

The Water Bearer —“Water of Life I Am, Poured Forth for Thirsty Men” 

 

Water — “the great Purifier”, the “Elixir of Life”. 

 

“As both the physical body of humans and the planet’s surface are composed prevalently of 

water, we see the Creator’s pattern in both. The minerals in the waters of the oceans and those 

dissolved in blood are of similar proportions. The ocean currents and blood flow perform a 

similar function of distribution of life-giving nutrients. 

 

The Great Flood of ancient history and the ritual of Baptism by water were a cleansing, in turn, 

of the planet Earth and of the lower self in the individual [and an invocation of ‘higher waters’]. 

 

In traditional cultures water was often carried by balancing a vessel on the head in order to be 

shared, yet in the carrying of the water the hands are left empty and free for giving and do not 

grasp. Poise and balance in movement are needed to direct the flow of water to those in need.   

 

In AAB’s Labours of Hercules, the eleventh labor occurs following the initiation on the 

mountain top. The labor involves the humble task of cleaning the Augean stables of 

accumulated animal waste, symbolizing the cleaning through water washing away evil. Two 

rivers are employed by Hercules. He brings the rivers into confluence which symbolizes the 

combined energies of spiritual Life and Love. These are energies which are needed for 

understanding and wielding them as Humanity enters the Aquarian Age.” 

 

VISUALIZATION 

 

“See densest matter, the Mineral Kingdom, being dissolved by water and undergoing initiation 

as it is “lifted up” by plant roots in order to build the plant and become its structure. The plant 

rises and extends to the light of the Sun as minerals form its body. The Mineral Kingdom serves 

the kingdom above. Physical consciousness is transformed into etheric expression of energy as 

photosynthesis produces energy through sunlight, water, and minerals. Recognize this process 

in which the synthesis is greater than the sum of the substances when water and light are 

brought into relationship. 

 

The Plant kingdom serves its higher purpose as it sustains the bodies of the Animal kingdom. 

As the plants offer themselves in sacrifice to this next higher kingdom, they form bodies that are 

of greater consciousness than their own. Through mobility and wider experience of the 
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environment, the plant kingdom is raised. The energy of the plant is transmuted from the 

physical and etheric planes to the astral plane of desire in the animal consciousness. The animal 

seeks its group and instinctively wants to perpetuate its own kind. It becomes group conscious. 

 

The lower Kingdoms are initiated through their service to Humanity. The mineral kingdom 

provides his shelter, the plant kingdom provides his vitality, and the animal kingdom, through 

domestic animals, in particular, serve Humanity through work and companionship. Humanity 

is as God to the Lower Kingdoms. You are the caregiver and initiator of the lower kingdoms all 

of which are sacred aspects of divine manifestation. All the lower kingdoms as well as 

Humanity must have water in order to serve their purpose and express Life. 

 

As Humanity evolves and revolves through many cycles we develop a mental apprehension of 

the Laws of Nature. Water takes on a symbolic meaning by which we can serve the next higher 

kingdom, the Kingdom of Souls. Just as water circulates within the body and the planet, a fluid 

energy circulates and sustains the outer forms of all four kingdoms. The energy with the same 

properties as water on the physical plane manifests on the spiritual plane as Love. See the 

stream of Love divine flowing such that all spiritual thirst is quenched. Water as the medium of 

Life-giving in the lower kingdoms has it correspondence in Love. Love is the Life-giving stream 

in the spiritual kingdoms. It is the destiny of Earth in our solar system and you, the water 

bearing disciple, seek it at its highest source and pour it forth with every good thought and 

deed. 

 

You, the disciple, carry water upon your head. The vase is inverted so that it is continuously 

flowing down and outward. The waters flow is in direct proportion to your pouring. As you 

learn the ways of God, the golden fluid of love slakes the thirst for knowledge and, ultimately, 

transmutes into wisdom for yourself and your fellow humans. You pour forth the water to 

sooth the burning pain and suffering of the astral/emotional nature with compassion that flows 

from your heart. 

 

You, the disciple, stand with the water pot upon your head with arms outstretched and, in this 

position, you form the Cross and redeem. The energies of the soul pour downward like a 

waterfall that merges Light and Life from the Kingdom of Souls above, and flow into your head 

and heart. The outgoing energies are distributed through the arms extended with open palms. 

And so the divine Light and Love pour through you to benefit Humankind. You serve the 

kingdom above by distributing on behalf of fellow humans and the lower kingdoms. 

 

With self-forgetfulness, harmlessness, and right speech you are the server of Life and Love.” 
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